Theatrical quality wigs for artistry

My Little
Hoochie
Gucci Gabore
WAG glow up

Find your
perfect
hair!

Hard front
Revival
Changing the
game with
beautiful laceless wigs

Queens
Royally approved by

We set out to create the perfect balance of
beautiful colour, great fibre and structure
to deliver the UK’s first theatrical quality
wig in 2017. Bringing our queens realistic
looking wigs, that last longer with dramatic
fullness and texture. We are now a firm
stylists favourite to work with and crown
artists internationally.

Team, we created a multi-fibre hybrid blend
which mimics the multi-dimensional colour
and shine of fresh salon coloured human
hair! Give Head wigs are completely
bespoke and not mass produced stock wigs,
you will not find our structure, blends, colours
or techniques anywhere else – that’s why
you’ll find our tag proudly sewn into them.

As artists ourselves we hunted for good base
wigs from wig shops, modifying them for
theatrical work with extra hair, colouring and
restyling. Hours of work and an average
spending of £120 to create a decent quality
synthetic wig.
Many wigs available on the market aimed
towards theatrical performers and artists
usually come with a compromise. Do we
sacrifice good quality lace? Do we sacrifice a
harsh hairline? Do we pay £40-£70 for a one
time wear? Most of the wigs we received
were the same unbranded stock wig
available direct from the manufacturer on
Amazon.
The ‘wholesale wig’ is normally fitted with a
cheaper Korean replica 'Swiss Lace' and
made from cheap Henlon fibre. The first
impressions are impressive as they look
fairly good, but after two or three wears the
flaws begin to show. Gluing the lace down
and trying to restyle the fibre to get it right
rapidly causes it to deteriorate.

The Vivienne
Crowned in Platinum Couture
Wardrobe and Photography by
Ben Mak

Our first'Give Head' hybrid wig is great for
working face to face, on stage and under
studio lighting for photographic and theatrical
work with the right application and styling.
With the assistance of National Hair
Federation 'Hairdresser of the Year' winner Andi Needham - owner of Josephs Hair

Above swatch: Pastellic Wisteria. Seeing is
believing when it comes to our wigs! Each
multidimensional shade is created with a
complex balance of colouring and fibre
properties which together create the most
magnificent colours available on the market.
Designed to absorb light and others that
reflect, giving the range their unique
property of luminosity.They are clean, crisp
and behave like human hair in respect of
cutting, styling, sheen and colour clarity.

Couture

The ‘best ever’ core salon shades.
From the whitest white, richest blondes,
luxurious browns to the most desirable
black, your chosen shade will turn heads!
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WAG - our new range of wefts are
perfect for adding custom colour
blocking, slicing, balyage and tip
ombre effects. Great for adding even
more volume and covering theatrical
structures such as horns and cages.

Sillly
Wearing Play
Bunny in
Pastellic Peony
with three
blends of pink
wefts for
fabulous ripple
effect and tip
ombre

Available in all of our core shades,
the colour effects and finishes are
endless! Weft and Glow your wig for
endless possibilities.

Pastellic
Soft pale metallic pastel shades for lovers of lighter hair
colours. If you are stuck in blondes but want a
comfortable change, this collection will take you in the
right direction. The Pastellic formula is based on a blonde
blend, taking inspiration from wild spring flowers to create
a spectrum of subtle colours with a platinum undertone.

Askthe Gals
Q&Aa

How long are your wigs?
We have the fibre cut across all styles to the most
manageable length of 20”, overall the wig when
pulled straight will be 26” from top of head to tips.
Will you be releasing short styles?
Realistically right now... no. Shorter wigs are not
cheaper to make so we created styles that can be
cut shorter. When cutting them you’ll notice the
wave or curl patterns come through on your new
customised shorter style. So value wise... it’s better
for us to supply you with a long wig, you can get it
cut straight away or do what we do, wear it and
trash it a bit, then give it a new life with a fresh cut.
It gives you more options and of course the
manufacturer isn’t a hairdresser nor do they know
who is gonna be wearing the finished wig, a shorter
style ideally needs to be cut taking your features
into account.
Can I use styling appliances on my wig?
You can, but should you? Not really! Synthetic wigs
are plastic, when you heat plastic it becomes
stretchy. There’s a high chance you’ll stretch the
fibres and then they become wiry and frizzy. Invest
in a clothes steamer to set the fibre and avoid
brushing the fibre while it’s hot. Also remember to
create curls or waves, the fibre has to go
completely cold to hold the pattern you are trying to
put in. Curling with tongs for example is pointless,
the curl will drop the second you release it as it’s
still hot.
Why do some wigs I buy online show up not
being Swiss lace even though its stated?

The Gals, Barb and
Denise demonstrating the
length of our wig fibre!
Busti Barb (Left) wearing
Play Bunny in Pastellic
Hydrangea enhanced with
Vivid Peacock WAG wefts.
Dirti Denise wearing 4am
Hoochie in Pastellic
Forget-Me-Not with WAG
wefts in Pastellic Primrose,
Bubblegum and Parma
Kandi shades
Both wigs customised with
chosen parting side and
layering.

Swiss lace has always been the very to invest in
for lace front wigs, but it’s expensive and can
sometimes be hard to get as it is made from
natural materials. It is considered the best as it is
strong, holds its shape and is professionally
repairable! Wig manufacturers made replica
synthetic versions which made lace fronts
cheaper to manufacture. It looks similar to start
with, but you’ll feel the difference or at least see
what happens as the synthetic replica is put
through it’s paces. It doesn’t hold its shape and its
not as durable. Now it’s technically not always the
suppliers fault, manufacturers do just call it swiss
lace, they just don’t make it clear it is replica
Swiss lace. Look for Genuine Swiss Lace, it
shows they are aware of differences in quality and
and invested in the genuine version.

Are you restocking lace fronts and can you
make some with the parting on the other side?
As soon as possible. We have our lace fronts hand
tied by the finest hair liners, currently due to Covid
(yup Miss Rona has touched the wig industry too)
the workshops cannot accept new orders for hand
tying internationally. So we simply cannot get the
lace front part made, there are some alternative
solutions becoming available, however we know
for consistency and quality we must wait for the
skilled artists. Our order is ready to begin as soon
as they can accept the work. You’ll hopefully see
this year ‘Generation two’’ ;)
How can I get better photos in wigs?
Turn off the flash! Never use direct flash on
synthetic wigs, either diffuse with a piece of white
paper or bounce the flash off a white surface,
alternatively find that sweet spot of good light.
I love the colours and roots on your wigs, are
they suitable for hair loss?
They were designed for theatrical styling and wear
so we boosted the specifications for that purpose.
We have had hair loss customers purchase and
adapt them, but you would likely need a
professional stylist to thin out the volume and cut to
your specification. The wigs are 200% density, so
double the volume of a regular head of hair, they
will look and feel very heavy compared to a
standard everyday wear wig.
I am waiting for your new tease wigs release,
how do they look like lace fronts?
Maybe a better way of putting it is how do they look
convincing. The way you style the front is quite
different to a lace front. On a lace front you can
expose the hairline, you may style it so the front
lifts up to show it off. With a Tease n Please you
have perma tease and our shadow rooting to help
distract the eye from it being a hard front, but notice
the difference in the fringe and sides. You kind of
need to style or place the edge fibre over the
hairline to distract the eye again. You simply can’t
style the front or sides the way you would a lace
front or you’ll expose the secret.
What are is next for GHW?
Plenty to come... watch this space, we have just
started our next production and hope it’ll be ready
for Spring 2021 release.

Kandi

Playful and fun, inspired by fizzy candies, this collection
pops! If you want an ‘easy to wear with anything’ colour
splash. With the hybrid blend, you get gorgeous colour
with the luxurious feel of our quality fibre as sometimes
fun coloured wigs can feel like they were picked up from
the local fancy dress shop.

Vivid

Styles

Smooth and
easy to
maintain! Great
for stylists to set
custom body
patterns.

Miss Provocateur
& Madame Couture
Natural straight, super easy to brush and
maintain! Customise with layering or cut into
a shorter straight style. Available in Lace
front and bang hard front.

Great Texture
and easy to
maintain! Easy
to cut into
shorter textured
styles.

All Star

The Mistress

Cover Girl

Natural loose end curl, easy to brush and
finger rake! Customise with layering or cut
into a loose wave short style. Lace front.

Natural bouncy, easy to brush and finger
rake! Customise with layering or cut into a
shorter bouncy curl. Lace front.

Uniformed body wave, easy to brush and
finger rake! Customise with layering or cut
into a shorter body wave. Lace front.

Customisable
front , very easy
to maintain! Full
of texture, finger
rake and go!

Bags of volume
once you wake
the fibres up.
Needs time and
care to
maintain.

Play Bunny

4am Hoochie

Rebel Rebel

Boy Toy

Natural beach wave, easy to finger rake!
Customise with layering or cut into a shorter
beach wave. Tease n Please.

Natural bouncy curl, easy to finger rake!
Customise with layering or cut into a short
head of curls. Tease n Please.

Full crimp. If you want it to grow... brush it
and shake it, finger rake to control or reduce
volume. Lace front.

Tight curl, if you want absolutely huge
volume, brush it with great care in very small
sections. Not for the beginner! Customise
with layering or cut into a short head of
curls. Lace front.

Fashionista
Fashionable muted
shades inspired by autumn
and winter nature. Copper
and Brunette lovers can
explore the rainbow without
jumping in the deep end!
Intensify the look by cooling
the complexion down, this
collection is simply stunning
for dark and deep skin.

Which Structure?

Lace-less Tease n’ Please
Great value for natural styling! With
completely customisable front , if you
are not lifting or pulling the fibre up or
back to expose the hairline, you can
save coin! Super convincing with
strategic placement and ensuring the
fibre frames the face to conceal edges.

All Give Head Wigs
benefit from the fabulous
multidimensional hybrid
fibre blend and 200%
density to allow for
shedding, teasing,
layering, thinning, styling
and volume. All of our wigs
are razor hand finished for
realistic hair movement
and texture. But are you
buying the right structure
for you and your budget?

• Zigzag part anywhere.
• Customisable front.
• Perma teased throughout for volume
and disguising the unique track
placement.
Affordable for a
natural look with
some strategic
placement

Hand tied Lace front
The most diverse and realistic, essential
if you exposing your hairline around the
face. If you want to wear a style where the
front or sides are pulled back or up away
from the face, you are going to need a lace
front wig.
• Natural hair line and parting patterning for
realistic growth illusion.

Superior quality
for incredibly
realistic exposed
hairline illusion

• Genuine ultra fine TV and theatrical
quality Swiss Lace, virtually invisible and
firm for glue-less wear.
• Lay-flat side parting, deep set into cap for
realistic head growth.

Lace-less Bang
More bang for your buck! it simply doesn't
make sense to invest in lace fronting to hide
all the amazing work of hard tying with bangs!
• Un-rooted.
• Lay-flat front bang with skin top for realistic
crown.
• Perma teased roots throughout the body of
the wig.

Incredible value
for full fringe
lovers

Playhouse

Inspired by retro toys of yester-year,
the Playhouse collection is cute,
colourful and playful. Pure nostalgia!

Invest
in the right tools
and spend time on
maintaining your
wig collection

Human hair shampoos and conditioners
will soon make synthetic wigs become dull,
lifeless and tangle much more easily as
they have no benefits for plastic and leave
residue which can cause more friction.
Plastic on plastic causes friction resulting
in stretch and frizzing. Select steel, wood
and Teflon brushes and combs for
brushing, teasing and smoothing.

Synthetic wigs can look
great and last much longer
with the right maintenance.
You are maintaining plastic
and not hair, its important
to use the correct tools.

www.howsyourheadwigs.com

